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By A L Gates

Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. K
Noelle Walker (illustrator). Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand
*****.Riveting, raw and macabre. Three words that sum up the collection of short stories you will
find in AL Gates Scenic City Cafe, where life (and death) are not always what they seem. His beloved
Chattanooga, TN is often the backdrop for these stories, several of which have been published in
writing journals, and one, The Chase, is a Chattanooga Writers Guild award-winner. From a cafe full
of strange strangers, a convicted killer s unusual confession and interrogation room request, and a
man who prefers to use a laundromat as the setting for his jobs , welcome to the southern-tinged
stories born of Mr. Gates creative, if somewhat twisted, mind. So, sit back with a tall glass of sweet
tea and prepare to be entertained by one of the South s up and coming fiction writers. Oh, and you
may not want to be in the house alone.
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It in a of the best publication. It really is loaded with knowledge and wisdom You may like the way the blogger write this ebook.
-- Pr of . Sha nnon Wehner  PhD-- Pr of . Sha nnon Wehner  PhD

This is actually the finest pdf i have got study right up until now. It can be full of wisdom and knowledge Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Reese Mor issette II--  Reese Mor issette II
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